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PREFACE 

This report has been prepared in accordance with the request of the 

united Nations Industrial Development Organization in support ~f the 

East African Working Party on Industrial Programming Data, which met at 

Nairobi (Kenya) in November 1969.     The purpose of the report is to present 

in relation to the experience of developed countries, the main elements of 

a data bank and the main steps of its implementation and to try to define 

the way in which a similar problem should be handled in a developing 

country.      A preliminary summary was submitted and discussed at the East 

African Working Party.      The following report was in fact written after the 

Working Party, and takes into account the discussions held during the Party's 
sessions. 

Khen the manuscript of this report was about to be completed, the 

author received the report of the East African Working Party, which had been 

prepared by the UNIDO Secretariat rather independently of this one.^     The 

author gladly acknowledges the similarity of the theme between this report 

and the UNIDO report.      The two reports share the same principles and 

guidelines in drawing up a data bank programme suitable for the conditions 

prevailing in developing countries in general.      Apart from the style of 

writing, the main difference is that the description of the critical steps 

for data bank building in this pa>er is not explicitly geared to the 

particular version referred to as the Industry Piles System, but is rather 

consciously based on the author's own experience with the I.N.S.S.B. 

Observatoire Economique Méditerranéen (Marseille, Prance).      On that score, 

it is hoped that this paper touches upon at least some of the elements 

which the UNIDO report on the Industry Piles System ought to have covered 

in more orderly or clearer terms than it does. 

As in the case of the UNIDO report, the author wishes to emphasise 

that the data bank does not involve necessarily sophisticated systems and 

big computers.     But the ^mry purpose will be met if it can reap what could 

2/ 
*    THÏ INDUSTRY PILE 3T;JEBMi    Draft Report on tas Bast African Korkim 

Party on Industrial Programming Data ^^ 
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become available from existing data sources and provide it to those who 
really need it. 

During the past decade, many data bank experiments were born in 

developed countries,  and especially in Sweden, Norway, USA, Oreat Britain 

and Prance:    sectora"!   data banks fo" ranagement,   and geroral data banks 

for national, ragionai and urban planning,  for government or for privat« 

users.      Some of these experiments failed, others have succeeded.      Proa 

these failures and successes,  it is possible to draw conclusions about what 
to do and what not to do. 

In writing the following, an effort was made to analyse,  in relation 

to these fcxperiments and thei~ conclusions, the general principles and 

elements to be considered fcr data bank building, and to draw up a step-by- 

step guide for definitive action towards a data bank in a developing country. 

The ideas expressed in this paper are, like those in the UNIDO report, still 

in very general  teros and need to be adapted for the condition« and needs 

of any particular country for actual implementation. 

It must also be noted that this report deals only with data banks for 

planning purposes and investment decision making.      Thus the problem of a 

management information system is not explicitly considered here.      One of the 

main characteristics of information systems for planning decisions,  as 

distinguished from those for management decisions, is that information for 

planning typically covers a number of different sectors while a management 

information system concentrates on o».e sector only.      Por instance, the 

information for the management of a transportation network consists of data 

on the existing public and private networks, on daily traffic, vehioles used, 

workers employed, etc.      information for transportation planning includes 

data on the future popula- io;: K1£ unl¿,loy..iont per diatrict and city, daily 
migration, etc. 

The various sots of information necessary for different planning or 

decision-making units will have, of course innumerable intersection« 
til««.     Now, in a given oountry, it may happent 
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- that a sector of the economy or an institution wishes to 
build its own information system for its planning 
decisions;    or 

- that the State decides to create an information system 
(or an information system network) for national, regional 
or urban planning;    or 

- that many groups of economic institutions try to build a 
common information system for planning, 

Whichever may happen to be the case, one can hardly over-emphasise the 

«•rite of having access to a number of different sources of information and 

sharing a oomraon information system with a number of seotors or different 

decision-making authorities.      This paper primarily deals with an information 

system for planning opened to any users:    that is, a data bank as a 

completely open information system.      As a strategy for maintaining input- 

output efficiency,  a partially closed system may be favoured under certain 

circumstances.      Although emphasis is laid on "users' needs" throughout 

this paper, no specific model for the grouping of users and suppliers is 

pre-supposed.      In this sense, too, the problem of a management information 

system has been left out of the scope of this paper. 

•Sul 
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lm    INTBODUCTIONî    DATA BAMK AITO INFORMATION SYSTEM 

A.      Définitions 

An information system is a logical way of organiaing information to 
fit given needs. 

An information system is comprised oft 

"   a î.eî,2f inforination elementes    data related to a person, 
a building,  a block, a firm, a document, etc. on the one 
nana, and 

-   means allowing integration, retrieval,  aooess, processine, 
edition of these data, on the other hand. «•••»•# 

An information system may be opened or closed: 

*"   SiSU* if " is intended for the use of only the organi- 
zaUons which are the builders of the system (these 
•ystems are generally intended for specific uses:    budget 
management,  social security, taxes,  etc.); 

"   SSSBSá if any user has access to the system. 

A data bank is, by itaelf. an opensd information svTtr.      Tfo« Mti of 

data of the data bank are called filej.^      A data bank is constituted of the 
following elements! 

1. The basic files, called the data base* each file contain« 
data on elements of the same category (persons, establish- 
mente, etc.J; 

2. A file management system liable to up-dating the files and 
to merging the data extracted from various files«   this 
involves the coding of individual elements (e.g. industrial 
establishments for an industry file system), with the sane 
code for a given unit (e.g. establishment) in all the basic 
files (same identification number),» 

3. A files processing system, making it possible for the user« 
to draw out of .these files the information fitting the• 
needs, in the shape suitable to the models of their 
decisions. 

We shall see below that these conditions normally lead to the use of 

««¡mters, but that they do not necessarily,  from the very beginnin«,  lead 
to complicated and sophisticated système. 

P r 
d^L^f "Su,*1'9 Ûnm 0Ut 0f •*•»*»•• ** **«••• et Sfrst«. 
d Information Régionaux et Urbaine aux U.S.A.". by Ferrata   Li»««* 
TiiMel and Robequaia, 1969. ' V *******, Salmotia, 
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B.  Sources of data 

There may be two sources of datai 

- data arising from administrative action (see Pig. 1); 

- sample surveys and census data, 

The results of all experiments to date show that the data base must be 

supplied generally as by-products of administrative action. 

As a matter of fact, administrative action is of a repetitive and 

periodical nature.  The data it provides as a by-product can therefore be 

automatically and regularly up-dated, which is obviously not the case for a 

survey or a census. 

Besides, experience shows that the cost involved in making available 

information from administrative notion is generally low, and very much lower 

than the cost of a census or of a survey.  Also, administrative action 

linked to the law (taxes, social security, registrations, etc.) ensures the 

desired degree of stability and regularity in terms of record coverage. 

On the whole, ad hoc surveys are to be made only when no information ic 

available from regular administrative records. 

c*  Sectoral versus general data banks 

A data bank may be related to one given seotor (for instanoe, a data 

bank on industrial establishments) or to many seotors. 

As it has been mentioned above, an information system for management 

may be set up at the sectoral level. But the data required for planning 

must cover many sectors. 

For industrial planning purposes (state planning as well as corporate 

planning), data on the existing industry and oorameroe, on manpower, on inland 

market, on foreign trade, etc. are necessary.  In fact, it is not one but 

many information systems, related to different fields, which are neoessary 

for planning, even if the planning is restricted to one field only. 
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D*     Data banks and their usera 

One must never forget that a data hank ie not a purpose in it??if.     it 

it a tool, intended for certain users who are going to use it for certain 

purposes.     Therefore, a data bank must bo user-oriented.     This is true for 

the types of data to be stored as well as for the systems themselves. 

Most of the failures which occurred in various countries are to be 

imputed to a wrong orientation at the beginning«    the data bank did not fit 
the users1 needs and so the users did not use it. 
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II.     THE MAIN STEPS FOR BUILDING A DATA BANK 

This part of the paper is devoted to a technical analyse of the various 

steps to be taken in building a data bank. Problems of particular relevance 

to an implementation programme in a..developing country will be studied in 
the third part of the paper. 

A»     The users and their decision« 

The data bank must be organized in relation to the user« and the usee 

for which it is intended.      Before building a data bank, the firet task is 

therefore to take an inventory of the usare and of their decisione, to 

analyze these decisions and to determine the data and design the «yetes» which 
fit the structure of these decisions. 

A'1   lavatory of potential u»frB 

Taking duly into consideration the given economic and political structure 

of the country, one has to decide who, among the following variou. type« of 

decision - making entity, are to be the users of the bank: 

- central government policy makers and plannerei 

- regional and local authorities (policy maker« and planners)» 
- parliament; 

- public corporations! 

- private firms, domestic and foreign| 

- political parties? 

- trade unions of workers; 

- research centres; 

- universities. 

*>r each cf the.« groups muet be drawn «p an inventory of the kind of 

decisions which the ue« of a data bank may help opti»*...     9^ ûmoiwim* 
be divided into categories such as: 
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- location of an establishment (plant, supermarket, etc.)» 

- programming and locating public investments; 

- marketing a new product; 

- definition of a national education policy; 

- general orientation of the economic policy; 

- etc. 

It is not necessary, at this stage, to get involved in the sophisticated 

problem of geography, although it is essential to be able to distinguish 

different geographical levels: nation level, region level, city level, 

aiatrict level, block level, etc.  Por example the decision concerned with 

the establishment of a new school takes place in many stages: 

- First, definition by the government, at the national level, 
of relative priorities of various budget sectors and, 
particularly, of various investment sectors, 

- Then, choice in aggregate volume of investments on the 
regional level: for instance, school investments relative 
to the population of school age, etc. 

- Within a region, decision concerning the best location of 
schools taking into account the sohool age population, 
transportation networks, eto. in different cities and towns} 

- finally, within a city or town, choice of premises for 
location. 

In dealing with a hierarchy of decisions of the above kind in relation 

to the "demand" study for a data bank, the following weighting method might 

be employed: 

To each operation 0i  (which may involve one or many decision makers: 

e.g. the location of a plant involves generally, at least, the decision of 

a private firm, of the central government, and of a regional authority) a 

weight is given.  The weight can be given either to the whole operation 0 

or to the decision D^ of each decision maker A. involved in operation 0 . 

In the latter CMS, a weight must be given, too, to each decision maker A . 
J 

These weights can be given by organising a meeting with various 

national authorities interested in the data bank programme and asking each 

member of the group to give a subjective weight from 0 to 10.  A kind of 

Delfi method nay be employed to seek a convergence of views on relative 

weights. 
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If weights are given separately to decision makers A. (weight a.) and 

to operation (X   (weight o^,  weight d      of decision D. . is the product of 
weights 0,  x a.. 

i        J 

So, if possible, a weight will bo gj,ven to each decision of each 

decision maker (for instance- the excision of =1 private firm of the industrial 

sector to locato a new plant).  If this is not possible, at least a weight 

must be given to each operation (for instance: location of a new plant, 

including decision of private firms, government, etc.). 

A. 2 Analysis of decisions and data hierarchy 

Then it is necessary to analyze every decision and to determine what 

data are necessary to optimize that decision. 

The bost method for this purpose is the case study method.  Taking, for 

•aoh decision, a concrete and real case, related to a decision to be made, 

or already made, analyze the way the decision is to be made (or has been 

made) and determine the information which can optimize (or could have 

optimized) the decision- 

The case study will be realized for each decision with the participation 

of the involved decision maker(s), who must be representative of the group 

to which they belong.  These case studies will be then used in group 

seminars (see D.2 of this chapter). 

Por each analyzed decision (or operation) will be thus established a 

list of the data nocessary tu its optimization.  To separate the essential 

data from the non-essential (data not having the same importance in decision 

«akingi for instance, to locate a school in a given region, the knowledge 

of the school age population is much more important than any other informa- 

tion), each data category will be given a weight.  Thus, for a given décision 

Dijf each information Ifc will be given a weight wljk which measures the 

importance of Ik in D^ optimization.  The product of d  x w  gives a 

measure of the weight of data I related to decision D . 
ij 

Of course, when given information is useful to optimize many decisions 

DM the weights are to be added. Sum 1^ - fafr^ meases the absolut, 

wsifht of inforaation Ik>      The final result of the analysis is a list of the 
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main data with a hierarchy of weights, measuring their utility for all the 

potential users concerned. 

B.      Data to be collect ed and stored in the bank 

The operation is divided into two stages) 

- Inventory of the existing data «ad of their availability; 

- Choice and programming, in relation to the priorities calculated 
as above, of the data to be put' in the bank and of the 
operations to make these data usable. 

B.1   lavatory of existing data 

B.1.1    Sources of data 

Elementary, summarised and aggregated data, as available, are 

all considered in this inventory. These data oan be divided into 
tiro types) 

-   Periodically and automatically un-dated datai    these 
data are by-products of administrative periodical 
actions; 

•   Data which are not up-dated or which concern fields 
where no up-dated data are available»    these are 
structural data, which will be put in the bank if 
their utility does not decrease too quickly when they 
get older (population census, transportation surveys, 
etc). 

ft« inventory will be realised in each administration source of 

¿Ata as follows, for instancei 

i.    tax administration 
*   household income, balance sheet and accounts of 

firms and establishments 
-   land-use data (property files); 

ii« 

iii. 

iv. 

v. 

vi. 

vii. 

social insurance service; 

customs and foreign trade administration j 

pubi i o works and building administration! 

sohools and universities administration| 

inland trade administration} 

agriculture and industry administration i 

¿àM.âL.-^   ^c-ê.^. 
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viii.    health administration; 

ix.    local authorities (registrations); 

x.    censuses and surveys. 

Of course, if there is a Central Bureau of statistics or an suivaient 

administration,  the inventory must begin with this Bureau. 

B.1.2    Form of available data 

For each of the data existing in these sources, the for« in whioh 

it is available should be examined»    magnetic tape, punched cards, 

papar (files), books and reports, microfilm, etc.      Attention should 

also be paid to potential data, that is, data to be generated by 

existing administrative actions which do not yet provide data in any 
explicit form. 

B*1*2*1    Computerized data (fi\«ai 

For each file, indicate: 

- specimen of basic documents (if any); 

- format and record'lay-oat ; 

- definition of unit (range); 

- codes (composition and definition)! 

- geocoding:   post address, bloek number, co-ordinates, etc; 
- geographic levels; 

- frequency of up-dating; 

- accuracy»    reasons for under-estimation or over-estimation ; 

"   ff1»*11*,WB of processing these data (tabulations and 
listings; and frequency of the processing. 

••t-2«2   Administrative forma 

- speoimen of the form; 

- range; 

- geocoding; 

- geographic levels; 

- frequency; 

- accuracy. 
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B.I.2.3    Aggregated data 

- statistical tables:    design, codes, definitions, 
frequency of production,  etc.; 

- time series data (for instanco:    production indexes, etc.)» 

- maps and graphs; 

- reports and other documents. 

B.1.2.4   Inventory of recordad administrative facte, which 
can-provide data. 

B.2   Operations necessary to provide the required data 

Now, the choice has been made of the data to be stored in the bank 

(see A.2) with weights measuring their utility.     Then an inventory of 

existing data and their characteristics his been compiled.      Prom the compari- 

son between these two lists one can determine the operations necessary to 

obtain the required data in the required form. 

In fact,  the inventory of such operations may already have been taken 

at the previous stage.      But now the costs of these various operations have 

to be considered.      One cannot compare the oost of making available 

computerized administrative data for users to the coat of obtaining new data 

which involve the creation of a form and of a new administrative organization. 

It is therefore necessary to compare the efficiency of the various data 

(measured by their weight) and the costs of making them available to users, 

in order to decide definitely which data shall be made available first. 

B*2«1    First preliminary operation«:    registers and géographie file» 

For decision-making purposes,  it is U3u.-.lly -necessary to merge data 

from different sources.      Thus,  it will be necessary to merge various 

data related to given firms ooming from tax file«, ouatons and trade 

files, and other files (like electricity companies' files, etc.).    In 

these cases, the merging must be done at the basic unit, that is, at 

the elementary level, even if one wants only aggregated data from these 

elementary data.      It is essential, therefore, that the basic units be 

common to all the files considered.      For instance, if the basic unit 

is a firm and if a firm includes all its establishments in the first 
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file, while only inland establishment a are included in the second one, 
no merging is possible. 

All essential units,  such as establishments,  firms, persons, 

dwellings,  equipment,  etc., must be identified by the same identifying 
numbers in any file. 

The preliminary operation in making elementary filos data 

available is to assign to a given unit the samo identification myrt^r 

ig. *U files.      These numbers are assigned at the time of the birth 

(or of the ohange) of the unit and recorded in a register, that is a 

file where the invariable characteristics of each unit are stored 

together with its identification number.      For example» 

- register of persones 
identification number 

.     date and place of birth 

.    name and identification number of the parents? 
- register of establishments: 

.    identification numbor (which automatically indicate* 
the firm to which it belongs) 

.    location (post address, for instanoe) 

.    kind of establishment (plant, offices,  etc.)} 

- registers of the blocks (in a city): 
.     identification number 
•    streets which delimit the block and numbers of the 

houses along each street in the blook 
.    co-ordinates of the block nodes. 

there are two kinds of files, to be distinguished according to th. 
kind of unit involved: 

- eoonouic units (persons,  establishments, dwellings): 

- geographic units (cities,  districts, blocks). 

The files with geographic units are called geographic files.      Th. 

problems of correspondence between economic file« and geographic file«, 

that is, the problem of geographic location of economic units, are 
studied below. 

Onoe the problem of identification number is out of the way, 

oeeisions have to be made as to the technique, of data storage!  * 
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Elementary computerized data: 
.    identifying with an identification number 
.    change in the format 

- ohoioe among the various - Elementary not computerised data 
techniques of computerizing: 

• punched cards machinée 
data recorder on tape 

• optioal scanner 

- Aggregated data - ohoioe among various storage techniques: 
.    microfilm for the data which are not to be processed 
.    computerising for the data to be processed, such as 

data concerning all the units in an individual 
region, city or block, which is to be up-dated 
and/or oompared among different regions, cities, 
etc. 

1,2,2   ^%^rfUlBinfry W**10""*    admini«t^tive and molleo»! 

Operations on information involve actions on the sources of toe 

information.      It is not always easy to get data from an administration 

for another administration.     The confidentiality problems provide an 

often pursuasive plea for not giving the required data.      To effect 

a desired change of the characteristics of data and even a change in 

the administration procedures to generate the data is still mors 
diffioult. 

This problem is studied later, along with other political problems 
of a data bank (see III.C). 

The operations at this stage involve: 

- modification of existing administrative forms to obtain new 
data required by planning decisions of the users of the data 
bank:    e.g. modification of inoome tax forms to get data on 
household equipment! 

- reoording of administrative actions by means of new forms 
whioh did not exist before (e.g. making it obligatory to fill 
in a form for every person leaving the oountry); 

- creation of a new administrative action to record required 
data (e.g. reoording of the salea of land and dwellings). 

B'2'3   gyUnHon of fttPpleBSiítary data:    oenti,., md survey 

Censuses and surveys are to be avoided as far as possible, because 

of the high oost and of the lack of automatic up-dating.     However, it 

it necessary to resort to a census or a survey in the following two oases i 
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- Important  field in which no data are available  (o.g.  population 
and omployment if there is no population census); 

- Elaboration of the data base in a field where  administrative 
files provide periodical up-dating, but where the base does not 
exist (e.g.   if administrative actions provide every month a 
recording of newly-constructed buildings,  it  is necessary to 
make a census of exiting buxldings at one given moment to get 
an up-dated building file). 

If some of the required information belongs to one of these two 

caaes, a census or a survey will be planned and thoir cost evaluated: 

- a census if it is necessary to elaborate a complete base for 
a file system (building files, population files,  etc.); 

- a survey if it is sufficient to get mean characteristics 
Ksurvey on the consumption behaviour of households).^/ 

Sometines, a desired survey may be conducted by partial processing 

of the existing census data which contains needed information.      Por 

example, if the questionnaire of the population census includes 

questions on household equipment,  the processing of a random sample 

will bo sufficient to get satisfactory mean data on the pattern of 

equipment holding in various classes of household. 

C*      Inforwation systems of the data ba»k 

The data bank is made, as seen above, of information syst em a including! 

- the data 

- the means of up-dating, retrieving and processing the data. 

The systems must be able to change, that is, as the mass of data and the 

budget increase, they must bo developed progressively and become more 

efficient.      Of course, the starting point must not be complex and sophisti- 

cated, but a simple system making the immediately available data quickly 
usable. 

H 
ïadh •Z* <„     wf7 TVììeB *** on the »ou..hold ooMunption of 
£ïï.£?î SK

r"la,lon t0 the «olo-profoMional categojy of the 
household..     The population ceneu. givee the eoclo-profeMional 

2£Ë£.1 the S?SUlaÌi<,n °f -" area-     "">"> t» «t. "f tota „. «molato provide » acceptable eetimate of do»e.tic oonm^tl« 
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The systems described below are the most general systems of any data 

bank.      The different stages which lead to a complete data bank, and which 

may be spread over many years, will be considered in Chapter III. 

The date, to be stored in a data bank may be divided, as seen above, 
into two categories: 

- Mass data, to be up-dated and processed frequently.     The 
storage of these data must allow easy processing:    magnetic 
tape or discs to be processed with a computer, possibly 
punched cards to begin with; f 

- Other data, such as statistical tables, economic acoounts, 
models, for which the most important problem is not 
processing but retrieval (for instance, retrieval of any 
information related to a given field). 

These data are to be stored, if possible, in miorofilm, and must be described 
in a documentation system. 

Thus, a data bank is made of many information systems: 

- ma»« information systems from among which must be separated: 

• elementary files systems: 

• summary files systems: 

- Wfgated data systems, including a documentation retrieval «vtem. 

CI   Mass information avutemi, 

The mass data to be stored in a data bank intended for all deoision 
makers are the following: 

**** "Iftt1! t? IfWUflifflintf *   tbe *«rta on 
«•at« of a given sector (seotoral data) below 

data relating to persons:    from these data oan be derived 
data on working persons, employment, disposable incomes, sto. 
The data relating to households are summarized data which 
Belong to this category. 

the establish- 
   , , belong to this 

category, as well as data relating to firms (that is, all 
the establishments of each firn), whioh are summarised datai 

tota relating to buildings and tmh^o wnifri»    e.g. 
dwellings, on roads, on networks, etc 

data on 
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C.1.1 Elementary files 

An elementary file contains data on the indivisible element of 

a given category (a person, an establishment, a dwelling, etc.)-  The 

merit of an elementary file system lies in the possibility of merging 

data from different jouiez related to the same element. 

As noted in the preceding section, the various data related to 

the same element (e.g. an establishment) can be merged only if this 

element is identified by the same identifying number in the various 

files.  This is why it is necessary to build a register including the 

invariable characteristics of each element and its identification 

number. 

The various elementary files and the means of up-dating, retrieving 

«nd processing them constitute the elementary data systems. 

N.B.1 Some of these systems may be partial: for instance, 
students information system, industrial establishments 
information system, dwellings information system. 

N.B.2 There may be two kinds of processing of these filest 
-   retrieval and extracting of elementary data 

(data relating to one person, one establish- 
ment, etc.)} 

-  " tabulation, providing statistical tables. 

As a general rule, even if the laws of the oountry forbid the 

disclosure of elementary data, it is necessary to have such files within 

the data bank, in order to provile users with the tabulations which fit 

their needs exactly, and also because the up-dating is generally at the 

element level.  Under the confidentiality rule, the only data to be 

given to decision makers will be statistical data.  However, the 

problem of confidentiality must be solr3d technically by installing 

appropriate keys for controlling access to. the elementary data... For 

example, certain administrations, such a« polios and tax administration, 

must not have access to the elementary files. 

C.1.2 Summary files 

The elementary data can be aggregated into summary data, that is, 

data relating to grouped units such as households file derived out of 

persons file, firms file out of establishments file, etc.  Many 
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administrative files in fact relate to aggregate unite* tax file« on 

firms, registration files on households, etc.). 

C. 1.3 Oeographic location, oorrewpondence files and geographic 
summary files 

Geographic location is a characteristic of the units of a file. 

This characteristic plays a particular part, especially as regards 

regional and urban planning and location problems. 

This is why it must be emphasized thatt 

- every non-movable unit (establishment, dwelling, etc.) 
in an elementary file must have a location identifier 
(address, block number, etc.); 

- it is essential to build correspondence files giving 
the connexion between various looation identifiers 
(post address, block number in the city, co-ordinates, 
etc.). 

til*» at a given geographic level (for instance, blook 

level, eity level) are statistical files, very useful for decision 

making in location problems. 

It must be noticed that the up-dating of geographic files and of 

correspondence files is very difficult, especially in a oountry where 

the pattern of land use is changing quickly - and that is often the oate 

in developing oountries.  The administrative procedures to be set for 

the up-dating of looational records must be oonceived very oarefully. 

C.2 ited data, annex file and documentation 

C.2.1 AfjgFfff^** *«+p 

The aggregated data are! 

- statistics tables 
- time-series data 

- other data like national income aooounts, input-output 
tables, etc 

This information is to be stored in miorofil».     Baoh information le 

identified by an index number.      The indexing of aggregated data 

acoording to an automatic documentation processing system is very 
advisable (see C.2.3). 
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0,2,2   Annex file 

It ie essential to know the exact definition, accuracy, and 

limits of application for each data file.      All such "information on 

information" is included in a general annex file. 

This file is made of various sub-files relating to various 

aggregated data.      Each sub-file of annex information on given 

aggregated data is identified,  in the general annex file,  by the sane 

index number that is used to identify the aggregated data itself.    The 

annex file includes, also, information on the elementary and summary 

files which bear upon given aggregated data. 

C.2.3    Documentation 

Itaports, map*, graphics, etc. which may be useful to the users of 

the data bank may be stored, too, in the bank.      They may be stored in 

niorefilm and their description included in a document retrieval syst«., 

whioh will constitute the autoisatic docwaantation procesein« «yet«. 

c*3   loforaation retrieval 

To identify and assemble all the data in the bank that are to be ue.d 

to deal with a given problem, a documentation prooeaaing ayate« i. u% «p. 
This system is made ofi 

"   ífcf^;f?Ld*,,CfípUon/U* includia« * description of each of the following items of the bankt ^^ 
.    elementary files 
• summary files 
.    aggregated data 
• documents 

-   a software for automatic research of the information item 
lÄioh may provide answer« to a given question. 

SWWP' thU *H»»**ttoo processing system is not an es.en ti al part of 

**• data bank.     It doe. not have to be .et up in a davalopiag oomtry in t«. 
•arty phases of data bank building. 
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Fig.  2    :    Organization of the data bank 
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C.4 Entries in the system 

The elementary files and summary files are up-dated by means of 

administrative files.  The best way is for each administration to send its 

files to the bank periodically.  rwo cases arise: 

- The administrative fxies are readily convertible into tho 
systems' files (with a change in the format if necessary); 

- The data from administration files are used to up-date the 
systems' files-  This up-dating involves the use of the 
registers and the correspondence files. 

Vhen the files of the bank are computerized and the administration files 

are not, the computerization of the data for up-dating the bank's files is 

to be done by the bank.  This calls for designing of appropriât« entry 

routines (punched cards, data recording on tape, optical scanner, «to.). 

c«5« Software 

fh« software of the bank is made of the following various modulest 

C-5'1    Up-datitur of elementary fila« out of administrative files, 

registers and correspondence files (and up-dating of register« and 
correspondence files themselves). 

C*5'2   Making of merged files out of two or more elementary files on 

the one hand, and registers or correspondence files on the othsr. 

C>5'3   Waking of summary files, and especially of geographic summary 
files. 

C'5'4   MaMn* of derived files (for instance, a file of scholars out 
of a persons file). 

C'5'3    I»*TTOfi»tl<m 0f «IWMmtary •A fr-flT f^Tf ""' T TSTglllff 
of the data of these files. 

Many kinds of interrogations must be possible» 

•SvaHMB&Mhi 
L ahmen t; ai ~ _.__«. „„  M Q*V«U vavauxAwmvni 7 ani« 

calculations combining these characteristics (e.f. ratios)} 

^   ^atistical tabulation out of an elementary f^T» 
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(d) aggregation, in a summary file, of the data related to 
a group Of unita (e.g.   nroviding ri-,*.»  ,»i«+<..c +~ , 
district out of the data relating to the blocks which 
constitute the district); 

(e) varioue calculations and processing such as statistical 
analysis, factorial analysis, taxonomy,  estimation of 
the porometern of a model,  etc. 

The size and number of files, the number of users and the necessity 

of satisfying quickly very different users, makes it impossible to 

pre-fix a special programme for every processing.      This is why it is 

essential to call for new techniques whereby the computer writes by 

itself the required programme out of a few instructions. 

The best solution is that the user writes the insxructions by 

himself, without the help of a data processing engineer.      This implies 

that the software should be b sed on a user-oriented language. 

C,5'6   Bdition of the resulta in a form fitting users' need* 

- listing* 
- computer mapping and graphics 

- magnetic tape, etc. 

C.5.7    Finally, automatic retrieval of documentation. 

The problem« connected with data bank softwares can be very similar in 

different countries.     Thus, it may be possible for one country to use a 

software written in another oountry.      In the field of software, there is 

groat scope f^r international co-operation and co-ordination, and «speoially 

developing countries will be able to benefit from such co-operation. 

c'6   Hardware 

Hardware must obviously be chosen in relation to the systems. 

Ínstanos, the volume of the files determines the type of memories, 

main factor« that affect the choice of hardware aret 

for 

Two 

- that the bank must be able to use administrative files;    and 

- that the use of a data bank involves tele-processine? and 
inat allât ion of terminals, to facilitate direct use of the 
bank by those who are nat located near the computer.      Time- 
sharing; will provide, at a sophisticated stage of data bank, 
a reduction of the coat in the management of terminala. 
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N.B.1    It is not absolutely necessary to have real time access 
to the filos,  even to geographic summary files,  at least 
in the first  stages. 

H.B.2    The softwares provided by the computer companias seldom 
fit the dn.ta bank's needs.      They are too general and 
too heavy.      Therefore, tlie software available in the 
computer companies needs not be taken into account for 
the choice of hardware. 

D.      Continual interaction» with the users 

The users of the data bank,  in the public or private sector, are seldom 

able to use directly the information systems of the bank and this for a 

•imple reason:    they are not fully aware of what the bank has and can do. 

It it always necessary that a team of specialists can analyse the problems 

set by users and translate them in terms of questions to the systems of the 

data bank.      They, should be able to help each decision maker in his choice 

of modelB for deoision making - even very simple ones (indicators, 

standards) - and determine what data can fit the model.      Therefore, these 

specialists must be aware of the information stored in the bank and of the 

possibilities open to the systems of the bank.      They must be able to use 

these systems by themselves, without an intervention of computer engineers. 

Finally, they must be capable of making a choice among the data relevant to 

a given problem and a synthesis of these information elements for the 
deoision maker. 

It must be noted that no machine can do this work VJCIA that this team is 

the most important human element with which the data bank should be equipped. 

The relationships with the users have two important aspectst    Firstly, 

the systems of the data bank must fit the users' needs;    and seoondly, the 

users, who do not normally use an explicitly organised set of data in their 

decision making, must be incited to call upon the bank. 

These two problems can be solved efficiently by organising group TIT4"TT 

for each specific category of users.      Ve have already noted (Section A in 

this chapter) how it would be possible to conduct a case study, with a 

representative of each users' group, analysing the deoision structure of 

the given user, and determine the kind of information that would improve his 

decisions and the effective decision models whereby the information should 
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be organized and processed.      For this purpose, a seminar may be organized 

for a group of a few decision makers having similar decision problems. 

It is desirable to have a "case study" completed with any one representative 

of the group,  before such a seminar is conducted. 

Now,  the seminar itself serves two purposes: 

- First purpose:    to test the case study by means of a collective psycho- 

analysis of the users attending the seminar, who react to the statement 

made by their colleague and by the team of the bank.      Thus, the analysis 

can be amended and the case atudy finalized.      Besides, reactions of the 

attendants may reveal the information needs which were not previously 

identified and re-examine how the decision structures can be improved when 

the data bank has started working. 

- Second purpose:    the seminar shows in a very concrete way how data has 

been used for a decision making purpose, and what lessons are to be learned 

from eaoh such example.      This second purpose is very important.     In fact, 

when a data bank has been created, the users may still be accustomed to 

making their decisions without the use of data.      Among all the possible 

marketing and advertisement actions, group seminars have provod to be the 

most efficient. 

In organizing the seminars, decision makers are to be divided into 

homogeneous groups» each group representing a more or less common decision 

structurel 

- government 

- regional authorities 

- local authorities 

- parliament 

- public and private firms 
. industry 
. distribution 
• services 
. banks 
. building and public wort» 

- political parties 

*   trade unions of workers 

- professional associations such as physioians, architeots, «to. 

- research centres and universities. 
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A CM» study should be conducted with a representative of «ach group, 

by means of a dialogua batman tha tea« of the data bank and tha rapraaan- 

tativa.      Tha case study ia dividad intot 

- analysis of main decisions 

- translation in terms of dats naada 

- intarvantion of tha drfca bank 

- daaoription of tha data to bs usad 

- decision «odala to ba usad 

- tha decision actually takan and tha reaults of this decision. 

Experience shows that such a aeainar can ba «»at effective if conducted 

wit« no aere than tan participants, using one astir« day without break 

(thua including perhaps a luncheon »eating). 

Whan tha first aeainar covering a group haa taken place, further 

seainars are to be organised pariodieally.      fa«y can later be handled by a 

univereity staff, which ought to guarantee an ev«r-increaaing flow of 

professionals wall acquainted with the role of tha data bank in tha oosaaunity. 
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III.    BUILDING A DATA BANK IN A DEVELOPING COUNTRY 

A.      General principies 

Developing countries - especially ine development authorities in these 

countries - need data perhaps more than those in advanced countries, since 

much of the development initiative should be taken on the national level and 

the cost of a wrong decision on such a level would be extremely high.      This 

does not imply that every developing country should immediately build a 

sophisticated and expensive system,  but the starting point can be very 

simple.      All administrative actions provide data and every country has an 

administration (which at least collects taxes);    these data may be organized 

and processed by means of information systems opened to various decision 
makers. 

Thus, there is no particular threshold, in terms of level of economic 

development, for building a data bank in a developing country. 

It must be emphasized, however,  that the systems and the structure of 

the bank should be evolved gradually and progressively.       The evolution 

ought to keep pace with changes of the basic economic structures (which are 

rather frequent in a developing country),  with the development of available 

information, and with modifications in the decisions process of development 

authorities. 

These changes cannot be handled in a pre-determined manner.     Thus the 

systems should be "operational"from t .e outset, even at a rudimentary stage. 

The building of a bank must be divided into many stages,  only the first of 

which can be really pre-programmed.      At each stage, the data bank must be 

usable. 

Both ths institutions serving as sources of data on the one hand, and 

t*lf Ufff« <m tbt other hand, mmt be oloaelv participating in the prooess 

Qf t»Mk building from the very beginning. 

As regards the source* of data,  it is hardly sufficient to have simply 

a statutory action enforcing the communication of any administrative 

information to the data bank.     But the technical skill required to effect 

the transmission of proper data makes it necessary to bring into the manage- 

ment of the bank the personnel of the institutions supplying data. 
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As regards the users, the necessity of clo3e interdependence between 

the bank and its users has already been repeatedly noted in the preceding 

part of this report. 

Finally, the data bank must not bring about any important new constraint 

for the participating institutions, at least dur.ng the first years.      That 

is a condition for the bank to succeed.     It is essential that the data bank 

does not create any opposition,  for it can only function with a oongruous 

relationship between sources and users,     This principle implies: 

- That if confidentiality is the rule in the country, it must 
be guaranteed from the very beginning;    and 

- That no action be started during the first years that may 
cause hostile reaction on the part of any important 
institution.      New administrative forms to be filled in, new 
sample surveys on industrial firms, etc-  ought to be avoided 
as much as possible at the beginning phase. 

B.      Point of departure - a pilot project 

A "»n OQWBittee on the data bank should be established, including 
representatives oft 

- Ministry of Planning 

- all sources of information (governmental and non-governmental 
development institutions) 

- Central Bureau of Statistics 

- development corporations, banks, etc., 

in order to support the preliminary study to be oondueted and to organise 

an appropriate study team.      The study team should inolude statisticians 

and economists, as well as computer specialists.      International experts, 

including a data bank expert and a planner (if the help of an international 

organisation ie requested) may be allowed to participate. 

The preliminary study ie divided iuto three partes    Inventory of 

decision makers' needs, analysis of their deoisiona. and weighting of the.« 

¿toeieions.      This has been described aready in ILA above.     At this stag» 

the study will not have to be a complete analysis of all decisions of all 

decision makers, but only a quick inventory of decision makers and of their 
main decisions. 
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However, the objectives of the data bank must be clearly defined at 

this stage.      The study must include information concerning the attitude 

of the potential users towards the data bank concept, and also the particular 

users whom one can reoommend to bo associated with the project  from the very 

beginning. 

Inventory of data sources and analysis of available information:    The 

main technical guideline for this work has been studied in II „B above. 

This study must assess the actual possibilities of co-operation between the 

existing souroes of information and a possible data bank.      This information 

will be taken into account in the data bank organization. 

And finally,  proposai for a pilot project»   Indication of the types of 

action to be taken in order to effect a pilot project that can service those 

highly-weighted decisions by means of the readily-available data. 

It is necessary to begin with a pilot project before setting a complete 

data bank.      This is necessary in order to begin with something immediately 

operational, without entailing too much budgetary burden.      The pilot 

project must be limited.      It may have various shapes according to the 

nature of decision makers to be serviced, and the nature of available data 

to be immediately used. 

Two possible categories of pilot project are: 

-   a seotoral data bank - for instance, a data bank on industrial 
establishments and investment projects (the Industry File 
Syscem project, as proposed by UNIDO, is such a seotoral data 
bank project); 

"   * <*ftta ban* on & limited area - for instance, a regional data 
bank for a pilot region, which may begin with geographio 
stannary files (see II.C1). 

Mere or less readily-available data, alone, are to be considered in the 

pilot project. 

It is possible to build a hierarchy of the needed data, aooording to 

their utility, and of the aotions to make them available, in relation to 

their cost.     But it is not possible to oalculate precisely the benefit 

accruing to the oountry from the use of a data bank.     The benefit will be 

widely spread over a variety of users and will be more palpable in loaf runs 
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than in short runs.      A formal benefit-cost analysis,  if well-intended, 

might thus produce an illusory result.       Once proper weights have been 

established to different users,  and the costs of accommodating their needs 

assessed,  one would lenow what to do within a given project budget. 

c'      The pilot project and the preparation of a geoond project 

The pilot project has been initiated from •,•> quick inventory of the 

actually-available information, and of the main and approximatively-weighted 

needs of the users.      It is essential that this project be quickly 

operational, perhaps within six months to one year after its start.      The 

operation of this project will provide a checking of the information and 

decisions analysis.      It will make the data bank familiar to users as well 

as to those who supply primary data.      Gradually it will become olear if it 

is possible to build a complete data bank in the country anu what will be 
the stages of this second project. 

The organizational arrangements needed for operating a pilot projeot 
will be as follows: 

~   *Mion*l Data Bank Committee as the management board 

The National Data Bank Committee examines the preliminary study and, 

with its endorsement,  a pilot project starts.     An official decree may have 

to be issued to support a data bank even in this pilot phase.      The Commit te. 
becomes the nkjiagement board of the t nk. 

- Aasooiation of usera 

The users have been divided into groups for the preliminary study 

(analysis of decisions).      These groups,  which have been informed of these 

analyses, are instituted into Users' Commissions (one commission for each 

«roup).      A council of users is created with one representative of each 
oommission. 

- Institution of the bank 

Three solutions are possible» 

- the data bank directly attached to a high-level national 
development administration (e.g. Ministry of Planning)! 

- the data bank as a private corporation (e.g. foundation) | 

- the data bank within the Central Bureau of Statistics. 
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Por a pilot project,  the third solution may prove convenient.      The first 

solution would result in giving a privilege to the government's needs and 

thus lead to a "closed" data bank.      A private data bank may not be able 

to obtain full assistance services where important sources of data are held. 

The Central Bureau of Statistics ha? specialists in information and will be 

readily trusted with handling problems of confidentiality.      The Bureau, 

being traditionally an executing rather than a programming agency, might 

lack a creative and dynamic ability by itself and thus need a new staffing 

action to cope with the requirements of the data bank. 

A risk to be avoided is the creation of many separate sectoral data 

bankB.      Indeed, this solution would make very difficult co-ordination in 

such matters as identification number.      This is why the bank must be 

subject to an inter-administration co-ordination.      The management board of 

the bank (formerly the National Data Bank Committee) is able to provide suoh 

co-ordination.      Through this Committee, each data souroe will be able to 

control the use of the data it provides. 

-   Staff of the data bank 

The staff must include at least: 

- a technician from each data source, who has a good knowledge 
of the data provided by the institution to which he belongs 
and of the administrative sources of these data} 

- economists and statisticians who constitute a team which 
analyses the problems of the users as posed to the bank and 
conducts case studies as re mired; 

- systems analysts and data bank experts, whose work is to 
define the systems of the bank; 

- various technicians (computers, punched cards, etc); 

- marketing specialists, to incite users to use the data bank; 

- an administrative staff. 

As regards the use of computers, it has already been pointed out that 

a oomputer is not a necessary condition for a data bank in its beginning 

phase.      A oomputer may be used only if the available data to be entered in 

the data bank are already computerized, and if a oomputer is available for 

the data bank's use in a civil service.      In order to make the bank 

operational within a short period of time, it is not possible to use a new 
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computer for the pilot projeot.      If there is no computer in any of the 

oivil services, the pilot project will work only with card punching «achines. 

If a computer is used, one should use only those softwares immediately 

available and already used on this computer. 

Vhen the bank has actually serviced users during six months to one year, 

the pilot project must be challenged.     The experience may bring modifica- 

tions and a second version of the pilot project may then be formulated 

accordingly       The second pilot project may work for one to five years. 

Projeot No. 2, which is the oomplete data bank project, will be 

prepared from the very beginning of the pilot projeot by a team which has 

been working on the pilot project.     The preparatory- study will oover the 

various steps as described in this report,  and include a oomplete inventory 

and analysis of all the available information, as well as a oomplete 

inventory and analysis of all decisions. 

Project No. 2 will be divided into stages in relation to the teohnical 

and budget possibilities. 

The conclusions from the pilot projeot are to be taken into account in 

the building of projeot No. 2 and the latter may start by introducine the 

necessary alterations and amplifications in the second pilot projeot with 

due consideration of the oontinuity of the project. 

MM 
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